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MOBILITAS opens facilities in Bahrain and Oman under flagship 

brand AGS 

11 September 2023 - The MOBILITAS Group, which specialises in global mobility, physical and 

digital records management, and heritage conservation, has opened two new branches in 

Bahrain and Oman under its flagship brand AGS. The move serves to fortify the French-owned 

group’s presence in the Middle East. 

“We are excited to enter these two vibrant Gulf markets at once,” commented Cédric Castro, CEO of the 
MOBILITAS Group. “Our expanded presence in the region forms part of our strategy to better cater to our 
clients’ needs in the Middle East.” 

While AGS Bahrain is a fully owned MOBILITAS subsidiary, AGS Oman is a joint venture with Omani-
owned Allied Logistics, a leader in that country’s international moving sector. Allied Logistics will be fully 
integrated into the MOBILITAS network as AGS Oman but will continue to serve its significant client base 
under the leadership of Managing Director Marcus Maguire. 

“I am thrilled that Allied Logistics LLC has combined forces 
with MOBILITAS,” Maguire commented. “This partnership 
represents a significant step forward in our expansion, and I 
am confident that it will greatly benefit both our organisations. 
By combining resources and expertise, we are creating a 
strong and dynamic alliance that will deliver exceptional 
value to our customers.”  

Together with AGS Saudi Arabia, which is scheduled to open 
its doors later this year, the new branches in Bahrain and 
Oman allow the MOBILITAS Group to serve clients across 
the Gulf States.  

Established in 2011, AGS Dubai was the Group’s first 
subsidiary in the region, followed shortly by Abu Dhabi and 
Qatar. The group’s expansion into Bahrain and Oman brings 
the number of AGS branches in the region to five and to 146 
worldwide. 

About the MOBILITAS Group 
Founded in 1974, the MOBILITAS Group is a French, family-owned mid-sized company that specialises in international removals 
and relocation, physical and digital records management, and heritage conservation. An international network of more than 
4 500 employees in 99 countries allows MOBILITAS to offer unparalleled customer service in each of these core businesses. 
Led by the third generation of Taïeb and Castro families, the group philosophy and culture are firmly rooted in long-term thinking. 
This future-oriented mindset guides all major business and investment decisions, taking the MOBILITAS Group towards new 
ways of working, new businesses, and new horizons. 
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